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Go to the main contentHome Smart Home Hubs Family Handyman Follow our expert advice on choosing between ABS and PVC drain pipe. You need to consider local plumbing codes, material availability, ease of use and other factors. By DIY experts Family Handyman MagazineNajou can also like:
TBDWhich is better - ABS pipes or PVC plastic pipes? ABS pipe and PVCABS and PVC plastic pipe work well, but differ slightly in joining techniques. When it comes to longevity, there is no reason to choose one over the other. If you install them to the right, the black or white plastic tube will remain in
operation much longer than you want. So how to choose? First, contact the building supervision inspector. Several local building codes allow only PVC (white) or only black ABS. It doesn't make sense, but it doesn't matter; or otherwise. If the code allows both PVC and ABS, make the transition through the
passage of hydraulics in your favorite home center. Even if the store carries both PVC drain pipe and black ABS, you will probably find that stocks a much wider selection of fittings for one of the types. A large selection makes your plumbing life easier. If the code and the choice turn out to be unscrobatory,
go with abs black plumbing pipe, which is a little easier to work with. Unlike pvc drain pipe, which requires purple primer and cement, the black ABS plumbing pipe is connected only to cement. The black ABS plumbing pipe is also easier to cut and a bit more flexible. If, for any reason, you need to attach
one to another during the redevelopment project, not just cement the two together. Instead, use a rubber transition connector with stainless steel clamps. We can earn commission on links on this site, but we recommend only products that back. Why trust us? The solution to the mess problem is to hide in
the installation transition. May 6, 2015 Courtesy of bloggers The mess solution is hiding in the installation transition. 1 of 9 Stow Shoes If sneakers and sandals tend to pile up near the door, clean up with a stack of single shoe suites. Wrap plastic tubes with wallpaper (like this rustic birch pattern) so that
the organizer is also decorative. Download the tutorial in Home Stories from A to Z » 2 of 9 Corral Underwear 4 of 9 Tidy Up Tools Stop fighting the bulky collection of shovels, rakes and other garden helpers. Slipped into your own PVC pipes, tall tools carefully stand on guard on the wall of the garage,
waiting to catch them with ease. Download the tutorial in Ashbee Design » 5 of 9 Drip Dry Outside Keep Wet Towels and Pool Toys Where They Belong (Outdoors, Away From New Carpets) With This Handy Rack. Download the tutorial in eHow »7 of 9 Garden Snake Loops 8 of 9 Stack Craft Paint
Digging through a plastic bucket to find your favorite shades is not a way to start a craft design. This solution helps to distinguish between sea foam, mint and in the blink of an eye. Download the tutorial in Today's Creative Life » 9 of 9 Store Wine 8 Color Reasons makes organizing even better ads –
Continue reading below This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported on this site to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io There are several types of plastic plumbing pipes used in residential
plumbing systems, but PVC has become an industry standard for drain pipes and ventilation ducts. It is popular because it is easy to cut and fit, and also because it is much cheaper than alternatives. In older homes, the main drain and ventilation pipes were often made of iron— an expensive and
extremely difficult material to work with. For this reason, upgrades to old plumbing systems are almost always made of PVC pipe. PVC stands for polyvinyl chloride, a synthetic plastic that has excellent stability and stress tolerance. In addition, for drain pipes, it is also approved for cold water supply pipes
and thus often found in external irrigation systems. However, it does not tolerate high temperatures and is therefore not used for internal water supply systems. The PVC assembly process together makes it easier than older materials used in pipe assembly. The pipes themselves can be cut with an
ordinary saw, and for the installation of the system there are various convenient connectors, tees and other fittings. Pipes and fittings are held together by solvent-cement glue, which essentially melts the top layer of plastic on the pipe and assembles so that they merge to form hermocy, waterproof joints.
When measuring PVC pipe runs, always measure from the bottom of the hub on each of the adjacent fasteners. This will ensure that the pipe is instigated at the bottom of the fitting, maximizing the surfaces that cement together to form a gasket. Measure and mark the PVC pipe for cutting with a fixed
marker. Steve Hallo PVC pipe can be cut with almost any saw. Popular options are a daily saw (saw to chop), reciprocating saw (saw saw) or saw. Make sure to make the cut as straight as possible to ensure a good fit. Manual, collapsing PVC cutting tools are also available and can be used. Steve Hallo
Cutting the pipe will leave burrs and plastic flakes at the ends of the pipe. Be careful to remove them to ensure clean surfaces that work between the tube and the fittings. Burrs can usually be removed manually or with the edge of a putty or utility knife. Steve Hallo Where the pipe cannot be run in the cavs
between the pins, you may need to drill holes through pins or other framing elements. Please contact your local building regulations, determine the appropriate drilling site. Codes may vary by city. Never squeeze the pin as this reduces its strength – always always Professional plumbers often usually have
a specialized tool called a right-angle drill to drill these holes with a saw hole.  Steve Hallo Since you will have limited time to assemble pipes and fittings after applying solvent cement, it is worth testing the fit of all components before starting. When the elements matched to the dry fit are positioned the
way you want, make a cross mark on each connection, creating a registration line that shows where each pipe and connection should be aligned. Later, after connecting the pipes and fittings, you will be able to simply turn the pipes to the right place until the registration markers are set.  After mounting
and making the registration marks, remove the pipes and fittings for dry fitting.  The assembly process begins with the preparation of the surface for gluing. PVC primer is a product specially designed for cleaning and etching smooth plastic surfaces to enhance the chemical bonding process. Wipe the pipe
and sweep with a clean cloth, then brush the primer around the fastener and pipe to remove all dirt and stains. Be sure to prepare all mounted surfaces. After all the fittings and pipes are clean, the assembly will run one connection at a time. Abundantly apply a layer of solvent cement both outside the pipe
and inside the first fastener.  Steve Hallo After applying the adhesive, push the pipe into the connector until the end of the tube touches the bottom of the mounting hub. Turn the pipe back and forth in the socket to distribute the solvent. If you have entered registration characters on the join, make sure that
the tags are aligned. Hold the pieces together for about 30 seconds until the binding hardens.  Standard practice in the industry is to make the pipe inscription facing outwards so that it can be easily read. This will help to identify the pipe size and material for the building inspector.  Steve Hallo Using a
torpedo level, make sure that the connector surface is straight and that the tube is on the right pitch. The code requires horizontal drain pipe runs to be smashed down 1/4 inch for each foot (or one inch for every four feet). Under no circumstances should the pipes have a back-pitch in the direction of the
outflow of the device. Back-pitching will cause future draining problems, so the most important thing is that the pipe crashed a bit down towards the main drain.  Steve Hallo Pipe straps or locking attached to framing can be used to keep the drain pipe on the right pitch.  Pitch. 
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